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GOOD COMPANY
Liebschaften furniture design presents its
new Garden collection: Minimalist design
and high class materials. In developing our furniture
we put the emphasis on longevity - outstanding design
is timeless. All of our furniture fits outdoors and will
embellish your garden all year round. Under the
influence of the weather, the specially selected and
premium materials will develop a natural patina and so your furniture gets its very own and unique
appearance and will naturally blend in with your
garden, for you to enjoy for many years!

OUTSTANDING
DESIGN

Apart from being the perfect appliance for preparing
delicious food, the Langgrill, with its exceptional
design, also looks beautiful! It has won several awards
and nominations for its outstanding and unique
symbiosis of form and function. Like all our furniture,
the Langgrill will change its appearance through
time. Weather conditions, even wind and humidity will
influence the surface of the used materials and they
will attain a noble rust layer without affecting the
substance: Corten-steel, which is also used in the
building of ships and bridges, is extremely durable
and resistant.

LANGGRILL BASALT
Blazing flames or just a glow? Now it’s both possible.
In its unique way, the Langgrill Basalt combines a
hearth with a grill, and therefore creates an inviting and
cozy barbecue in a relaxed atmosphere, for all seasons
of the year. It is placed close to the ground and the
spacious stainless steel grill slide offers you plenty of
room for food. Over time, the durable Corten-steel
surface attains a nice rusty patina which gives your
grill-and-fire-bowl a special and individual look.

Fire bowl and grill,
movable grill slide
CORTEN-steel, stainless steel and basalt.
95 L – 45 W – 25 H cm
ITEM NO 103

585 EUR

LANGGRILL
UNTERGESTELL
This is barbecuing on a high level! The convenient
Langgrill Untergestell made out of durable
Corten-steel, makes for comfortable barbecuing,
even when you’re standing. It is available in two sizes,
and also offers you some extra features:
the separately available grid floor stores your supply
of firewood always within reach and two protective
metal walls keep the glowing cinder in the bowl.
When the fire has expired the ashes can be easily
brushed out from the sides.
Fire bowl with movable grill slide, frame,
protective metal walls and optional grid floor.
Corten-steel and stainless steel.
95 L – 45 W – 61 H cm
ITEM NO 104
95 L – 45 W – 86 H cm
ITEM NO 105
Grid Floor
ITEM NO 106

799 EUR 61cm high
999 EUR 86 cm high
129 EUR Grid Floor

BANK
Take a seat in your garden! The bench invites you to
take a leisurely rest, in summertime as well as in
winter – either in the green shades of the garden or
on the terrace, in combination with the table. Because
of its high-quality workmanship and the weather
resistant Kambala wood, the bench is ideal for a long
life outdoors, its surface developing its own character
over time.

CORTEN-steel, Kambala wood.
180 L x 40 W x 49 H cm
ITEM NO 108

980 EUR

TISCH
The massiv table complements the bench with
great style, and with its length of 2.20 meters,
it offers ample room for family and friends to gather
round. It also convinces with its elegant and alluring
appearance: the outdoors humidity will give the
handcrafted Kambala a noble and silvery shimmer,
and after a while it will take on a glorious shine.

CORTEN-steel, Kambala wood.
220 L x 67 W x 75 H cm
ITEM NO 109

1720 EUR

HOCHTISCH

The high table is both practical and elegant. Its
heightened tabletop is very convenient to work on,
even while standing, and it invites for a conversation
with your guests during the preparation of delicious
food. Under the spacious work surface a suspended
tray provides extensive storing space for your
firewood, ready to be used on your barbecue-nights;
so everything is always within reach and well
protected at the same time.

CORTEN-steel, Kambala wood.
180 L x 40 W x 95 H cm
ITEM NO 110

1690 EUR

Thanks for having taken time to get to know the liebschaften
garden collection! Please have a look at our website
www.moebel-liebschaften.de for more information.
But then… nothing equals a personal talk! We’d be delighted to
assist you on the phone, give advice, or make a date for a viewing.
We’re looking forward to hearing from you!
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